
New FinTech Research Collaboration

The Berlin Company Builder FinLeap joins forces with UK
FinTech influencer Devie Mohan to launch a new FinTech
research company: Burnmark

London/Berlin, October 6th, 2016

FinLeap, the Berlin-based Company Builder specialized in FinTech, is pleased to announce a

new collaboration. Devie Mohan will launch Burnmark, an independent research company

focusing on the trends in the FinTech industry. FinLeap will support Burnmark in terms of

network, research capabilities and know-how.

Devie Mohan is not only a noted influencer but also one of the few people globally who have

successfully predicted Fintech trends. She works closely with traditional banks, consulting

firms, innovation teams, startup accelerators and investors, advising them on FinTech

strategies. Devie is featured on several FinTech influencer lists, including the CityAM FinTech

Powerlist and the SWIFT-Innotribe Power Women in FinTech list. At Burnmark, she will hold

the position of Co-Founder and CEO. Furthermore, Devie will support FinLeap as its UK market

strategist.

Devie Mohan about Burnmark: “There is a lot of hype about FinTech at the moment, but no one

has so far done any strategic market analysis to measure the true impact of the new technologies

on multiple industries. Burmark is being launched to fill that gap and to bring global success

stories to the desk of every decision maker.”



Ramin Niroumand, Co-Founder and Managing Director of FinLeap: “As a FinTech company

builder, the digitalization of the financial industry is our daily business. By supporting

Burnmark, we want to enable a strategic approach at FinTech and the financial market. We are

grateful for the opportunity to work with a FinTech expert like Devie Mohan.”

The first study, which Burnmark will release, is on challenger banking and its impact on

traditional banking. The report will aim at understanding the industry through metrics and

trends, explaining to banks and investors exactly what use cases and technologies are gaining

ground. This will include the first quantitative market sizing of challenger banking. The

particular focus will be on the UK and European challenger banking markets, with global

innovation stories.

You can download the study here:

http://burnmark.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Burnmark%20Report%20Oct2016.pdf

Or on the official burnmark website:

http://burnmark.com/

The subsequent reports will be on topics such as InsurTech, RegTech and Wealth Management

Tech.
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